August 18, 2021

Mayor and Members of Council
Town of The Blue Mountains
C/O Corrina Giles, Town Clerk

VIA EMAIL ONLY

Dear Mr. Mayor, Deputy Mayor and Members of Council,

RE:

Blue Vista
Draft Plan of Subdivision and Zoning By-law Amendment
Planning Staff Report PDS.21.076

Thank you for this opportunity to address Staff Report PDS.21.076 and the related Committee
of the Whole deliberations of August 11, 2021 (Item B.3.4).
Staff Report PDS.21.076 is comprehensive and addresses the results of a long review process
that has included several reports and studies addressing land use, servicing, environment, and
open space among other matters. Royalton Homes and their team had the opportunity to review
the Staff Report and support its analysis, conclusions, and recommendations. On behalf of
Royalton Homes, we ask that Council pull this August 11th COW item (B.3.4), reconsider
the report and endorse the recommendations.
By way of background, this development review process started with general land use and
development enquiries as part of Royalton’s due diligence exercise in early 2018. The proposal
became more formalized through the Town’s Preconsultation process that resulted in multiagency meeting on September 12, 2018 to discuss a development concept. The development
concept proposed a residential subdivision for single detached and semi-detached dwellings.
Applications and detailed supporting studies for Draft Plan Approval and the related
implementing Zoning By-law were submitted in early 2019, and deemed “complete” in May,
2019.
Draft Approval is a necessary stage in the review and approval process. It is a necessary
predecessor to submission of plans and reports that start the three or four month long municipal
review of plans. Draft Approval is part of a logical essential step to enable the project to proceed
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to full construction by Spring 2022. If this step is not taken and approvals delayed pending the
west end, construction could be delayed to Fall of 2022 and will have severe financial
repercussions for the project. Given what amounts to a three-year review concluding with the
analysis provided in the above noted Staff Report, such a delay is unnecessary.
Nonetheless, questions were raised by COW members on August 11th and the Staff Report was
not adopted. We are submitting this letter in an effort to answer those questions. We
understand Planning Staff will be available to further elaborate. In addition, if it further assists
Council, Michael Cullip (Tathams) and Michael Hensel (Croziers) are also available to address
the more detailed components of their respective studies and work on this file.

Phasing and Staging
In short, the term “phasing” has been used recently on the Blue Vista file to describe the draft
approval approach, not the construction approach. Royalton is not proposing to “phase” this
development. It is their intent to build out the subdivision as a singular construction program.
The graphic below shows the westerly section of the Draft Plan, or Area No. 2. It shows the
relationship between lands that are to be Draft Approved now (blue), the environmental (H)
lands (green) and the lands that will be finalized as a redline to the Draft Plan (yellow).

West Section
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Middle Section

The east limits of the environmental ‘H’ zone are agreed to and supported (that line between the
blue and green the graphic above). We have been able to clearly define the east boundary
delineations. However, there has been an unfortunate delay in concluding discussions on the
precise boundaries of the west limits of the environmental zone. Among other things, this delay
is partly due to certain Covid restrictions and significant staffing changes over the past few
months at the NVCA.
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These matters are addressed in Draft Plan Condition No. 2 with additional details to be
provided to meet Conditions 25, 26, 27,28,29 and 31 among others.
In the context of the overall subdivision, this boundary confirmation is relatively minor. When
finalized, it will result in a supplemental application for a redline that will delineate the precise
zone boundary and lotting arrangement. The Draft Plan layout along with the number and type
of units is intended to be as shown. If there is a change in the west boundary of the
environmental (green) area, it is highly likely that the green area will increase therefore slightly
decreasing the number of units in Area 2.
At the same time as detailed engineering submissions are being reviewed for the portion of the
plan that is Draft Approved (Blue Area 1), the west boundary of the environmental ‘H’ zone
(green) are expected to be detailed and surveyed to the satisfaction of Grey County and its peer
reviewer along with the NVCA. In this way, matters affecting the boundary of Area 2 have the
ability to be dealt with concurrently as we work through engineering review details.
To minimize construction traffic on Street A, a temporary construction access road is proposed
along the required maintenance access feature associated with the south-east SWM pond. The
available routing is shown with the orange line in the graphic below.

East Section
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This construction route would divert construction traffic off the first third of Street A, west of Grey
Rd 21. In addition to the route, Royalton proposes to construct a temporary wood fence as a
buffer/barrier as shown by the continuous red line on the same graphic. Implementation and
remediation of these measures can be detailed in meeting Draft Plan Conditions No. 3, 4
xii, and xv, 16 ii, 31, 34 i, and 36.
One of the key infrastructure components is the sanitary sewer. Sanitary is to connect easterly
to the main line that runs under the west part of County Rd 21 and as constructed by Windfall as
part of its upfront servicing obligations. The required water main needs to run easterly from the
Second Nature subdivision at the west boundary. All of Street A would be constructed at the
same time to account for required services and utilities. The construction programme will not
allow for road or home construction traffic to access the site from the existing Second Nature
subdivision to the west.
Comments were made concerning phasing of Blue Vista. As noted, there is no intent to phase
construction. The development program would be as follows: construction servicing in late fall
2021 and early spring 2022; building permits are anticipated to be drawn in early summer 2022;
first occupancies end of 2022. The market is deep enough for Royalton to go from start to finish
without phasing construction. Royalton advises that they are able to proceed to sales contracts
on 95 units pending Draft Approval. The program will be a steady roll-out. Managing this rollout is accounted for in Draft Plan Condition No.s 3, 4, 9, 16 ii, 34 and 36.

Roads/Sidewalks/Trails
Street A is the main east-west road connecting Grey County Rd 21 to the existing Stoneleigh
Drive in the approved subdivision plan (Second Nature) to the west. This Second Nature road
stops at the west boundary of Blue Vista and was located, designed, and approved with a view
to providing a continuous connection through the subject lands. This connection is to account
for a logical road extension, and provisions for extension of utilities including water mains as
well as east-west community sidewalk connections.
By connecting through to County Rd 21, Street A also provides an excellent transit routing
opportunity in the future.
The roads are designed to municipal engineering standards which include requirements for
sidewalks. The sidewalk along Street A will enable pedestrian connections from Grey Rd 21
through to the sidewalk system provided for in Second Nature and beyond. Sidewalks on Street
B will connect to those on Street A.
Grey Rd 21 was resurfaced a few years ago and additional shoulder widths were constructed
providing for bike lanes. Longer term plans call for a community scale trail link along the west
side of Grey Rd 21 – portions of which are established through the Mountainhouse development
northwest of Grey Rd’s 19/21. Blue Vista will be able to link with these Grey Road 21 trail and
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bike lanes. Roads, sidewalks and trail matters are detailed further by meeting Draft Plan
Condition Nos. 3, 4, 6, 16 i, 16 ii, 17, 29, 32 and 36.
There was concern over the potential loading of traffic from Blue Vista on to Crosswinds Blvd to
the west. The community road pattern is such that Street A at Blue Vista would connect to
Stoneleigh Drive to the west in Second Nature. In turn, Stoneleigh Drive ends at a T –
intersection with Springside Crescent which in turn meets with Crosswinds Blvd. Crosswinds is
a collector road with a design and function to accommodate and direct higher traffic loads from
local streets.
Given the road layouts, and scale of Blue Vista, no significant traffic is expected to load from or
to Street A and Crosswinds Blvd. Street A will be an unlikely “short cut” for a majority from the
west to use to access points south and east to Collingwood. Michael Cullip of Tatham
engineering can speak to the road system, capacity and traffic generated from Blue Vista.
Michael will be confirming the findings from the submitted Traffic Impact Studies.
Improvements to roads are identified in the Traffic Impact Study. On a broader scale,
Development Charges at both the Town and County levels account for projected development
activity and demands and include calculations on road improvements as required through
development. Without getting into the details of the comprehensive Development Charges
Studies, it is submitted that impact on roads caused by “development” are accounted for the
Development Charges applied to new development.

Drainage
Stormwater management and drainage matters have been detailed in the submitted engineering
and environmental studies. They have been subject to supplemental submissions in response to
detailed questions from Town Engineering along with the conservation authorities and the
County Peer Reviewer. The resulting study and analysis confirm that the subject lands can be
developed without impacting downstream properties. The minor intermittent watercourse
traversing Blue Vista in the Hazard zone area starts on Blue Vista lands and therefore there are
no “upstream” impacts. Tatham engineers are available to discuss this in more detail. Drainage
detail and demonstration of no impact are implemented through Draft Plan Condition
No’s. 3, 4 iii, 4 xi, 6, 12, 13, 14 and 15.

Open Space
Questions over the 40% open space component were raised. This is an Official Plan policy
requirement and has been applied to most known subdivisions in the Craigleith area. The open
space components can include environmental lands, SWM facilities, connecting walkway blocks
and public parks. In the Blue Vista Draft Plan, the 40% requirement is met with a combination of
all these components. The predominant component will be the lands zoned Hazard and that will
maintain a naturalized state.
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Aggressive minimum open space requirements do have an impact on urban form and density,
and ultimately unit yield. With Blue Vista, this minimum open space equates to the combination
of the 5% parkland along with required SWM facilities and the environmental protection lands.
The Town has made it clear that the 5% parkland requirement under the Planning Act will be
made up of about a 1ha parcel of land in the south west quadrant of the subject lands. This
location abuts existing dedicated parkland through the Windfall draft plan along with parkland
dedicated through the Second Nature draft plan. Combined, these lands represent a major
community asset providing over 5ha of contiguous non “hazard” community parkland. Parkland
and related matters are addressed through Draft Plan Condition Nos. 30, 31 and 32.

Lot Coverage
Questions over lot coverage included concerns over the incremental increase of lot coverage on
such matters as drainage. Our drainage engineer was aware of the overall size and nature of
residential homes and had accounted for non-permeable surfaces. He has advised that any
increase from 35% to 38% has negligible impact on the proposed SWM system. In turn, it would
have negligible impact on the conclusions on downstream impacts.
On the matter of urban design, the increase of 3% is not an appreciable impact. Many
contemporary zoning standards have between 40% and 45% maximums for single and semidetached units (Collingwood, Meaford, Wasaga Beach for example). In fact, the Town’s
existing R1-3 has a maximum lot coverage limit of 40%.

Golf Course Warnings
Monterra’s 13th Fairway flanks the north property limit. A requirement of the subject applications
was the preparation and submission of a Golf Spray Analysis. This was prepared by David
Moote and Associates. Mr. Moote personally attended to the site on several occasions to
monitor golf play. Mr. Moote is very familiar with the Monterra Golf Course. The analysis
concluded that there should be very minimal interference or impact due to the design/orientation
of the 13th hole, direction of play and presence/retention of certain existing trees. In addition, the
Draft Plan has allowed for additional lot depth for lots backing onto the fairway (about 44m,
whereas non golf course lots have about 34m lot depths).
Finally, there are accepted standards for “warning clauses” which are in turn required by
conditions of Draft Approval and detailed in Subdivision Agreements. These warning clauses
are required to be provided in Offers of Purchase and Sale and are part of Royaltons Purchase
Offers legal documents. This is addressed through Condition 33.
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Summary
At the August 11th COW meeting Councillors raised several questions that had answers detailed
in submitted support studies or, could be clarified with additional detail. The original application
did not propose development phasing and the Owners remain with that position: the subdivision
will be constructed in one phase. To help mitigate construction traffic, a dedicated construction
route is proposed. With this matter, as well as most of the matters raised, we have identified
how the Town’s updated Conditions of Draft Approval apply.
The subject applications have been through a rigorous three-year review process and the
technical Staff Report concluded with positive recommendations that enable Royalton and its
team to proceed with the next step in the approvals process. Timing is imperative. We hope this
submission has helped provide clarifications to a point where Council can consider that Staff
Report and endorse its recommendations.

Yours truly,

Travis & Associates
Colin Travis MCIP RPP
Cc:

Royalton Homes, Owner
Shawn Everitt, CAO, TBM
Nathan Westendorp, Planning Director,TBM
Trevor Houghton, Planning Manager, TBM
Shawn Postma, Senior Planner, TBM
Randy Scherzer, Planning Director, Grey County
Susan Rosenthal, Davies Howe LLP
Michael Cullip, Tatham Engineering
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